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Reminder of PSIA Operating Policy
Antitrust
The discussion should not address market allocation, pricing, or similar anticompetitive matters.
Intellectual Property
If a participant knows his or her company has patent claims that cover a portion of the spec or standard
under discussion, he or she is obligated to disclose those claims, and the company must either agree to
negotiate RAND (Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory) license terms or the WG will have to try to work
around the claims (and the company may be asked not to participate further if this happens repeatedly).

Agenda:
1. Minutes of last meeting
2. ISC West 2016
3. General business
4. Next meeting/time

Attendance:
 Darren Bain, RightCrowd
 Dave Bunzel, PSIA
 Shayne Bates, Microsoft Global Security
 Mohammad Soleimani, Kastle Systems
 Laura Kevitt, Tridium
Discussion:
 Meeting opened at 5:00pm EST
 ASIS Events - Shayne
o Explored ASIS-33 different counsels (domain specific committees;
meetings determined by chairs)
o Information technical security council (2-3 meetings per year).
o There is interest from the physical security council to have a PSIA
presentation; scheduling is the key issue; Jeff Slotnick is the chair.
o Chapters are geographically distributed - no particular way to go after
them as a whole, rather individually

Suggestion was to have members in regions connect with local chapter nothing nationally.
Darren asked if there was value seen by any members in the ISC East
conference – comments were as follows:
o Smaller venue than West.
o 30% of the ISC West size.
o Several PSIA member companies capable of doing. NY, Boston, and
East Coast.
o Shayne said, "it is a NE regional integrator show and may not be
interesting for PSIA (ASIS can accomplish the same and more focused)”
o It was determined that we would need to define objective if we want to
participate (in 2016)
ISC West 2016
o Want to make sure demonstration includes East side integration – at the
last meeting we discussed having lights and fans connected to make it a
visible demonstration. Further ideas were asked for:
o Connecting to lighting or other systems was addressed by Laura who said
that Tridium could facilitate this if there is a BacNET implementation.
 Maybe turning light on and off. LEDs and fans, and other things to
show.
 They are trying to get resources to do partial PLAI implementation.
 Mohammad indicated that a Randomized ID goes through a
particular door, which is associated to a zone where the HVAC
needs to be turned on and Laura advised that Tridium would do
translation to the BacNET gateway.
 Demo could show that when X number of people come in, then
certain things happen.
 Mohammad further indicated that on the technical side we need
GUID-based information to keep count and that we need to create
a profile for business automation
 This will allow for capabilities such as thresholding when more
than X number of people enter a room/facility and having the
HVAC System change from occupied to unoccupied and set
points on digital thermostat change
 Need to get people from Honeywell in order to get this done in a
collaborative way. Define a subset of PLAI relevant to this market.
Laura can engage the Honeywell building automation people.
Viconix and Vistek are OEM partners.
 Others like Schneider could be (they have their own access
control system). We want other companies with a viewpoint on
the information element of this such as.
 Honeywell
 Johnson Controls
 Schneider
Microsoft are exploring the viability of a PLAI implementation internally which
would likely be available for a case study by ISC West; further details around
these commercial activities will be forthcoming
Scaling and security of a PLAI architecture was discussed. May be able to
simulate increased load and this is dependent on many factors including the size
of the database, processing power and other factors. Should have some
response to this and to security around PLAI on our FAQ's.
o











Dave advised he had had a call from integrator referring to a project where PSIA
was specified. We need to have information for consultants so they know what
specifying PSIA means and what people can expect.
Meeting closed at 6:00pm EST

New/Open Action Items:
 (opened 8/19/2015) Dave Adams advised that HID are looking to follow the
process and will advise when this might occur (a discussion was also held on
getting another vendor who is already a part of the PLAI group to follow through
the new implementation guide and process as a way of giving first hand feedback
on the experience and if further changes could be made to improve it)
 Demonstration scenarios for ISC West with an East-bound interface to be
documented – all PLAI WG members to provide any suggestions by COB
Friday 6th November
o
Technical efforts need to commence to support this.
Closed Action Items
 (opened 10/14/2015) Shayne to advise on what other ASIS events we can
promote PLAI at
Next Meeting: Wednesday 11 November, 2015 5pm EST (India meeting to be
scheduled for 9:30am PST the same day)

